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•What features define an organism as 
being an animal?  

i.e., What is an animal? 
 1. Any heterotrophic, multicellular organism that 

exhibits complex cell structure and ingests then 
digests its food. 

 2. An organism whose cell’s lack a rigid cell wall 
and are therefore pliable and capable of movement. 

 3. Any organism that exhibits nerve and muscle 
tissues, enabling directed movement. 

 4. Organisms that have adaptations that allow 
them to fulfill 7 physiological requirements 
common to all animals. 



The Diversity of Living Species… 

K. Plantae 
(340,000 sp.) 

K. Animalia 
(1,500,000 sp.) 

• … as sorted out 
using the 5 
Kingdom system: 

K. Monera  
(3,400 sp.) 

K. Protista 
(84,000 sp.) K. Fungi 

(28,000 sp.) 

Invertebrates 
>95% 

Mammals 
0.3% 
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The earliest animals… 

 800 mya the ancestral animal was a flagellated 
protistan. 

 These formed flagellated colonies of cells. 
 According to the fossil record, true 

multicellularity didn’t arise until about 750 mya 
and real diversity among members of this 
kingdom until the Cambrian Explosion, about 550 
mya. 

 Remember, before and after that point the pattern 
is decimation and diversification. 



A modern view of animal diversity: 
The  35 Extant Animal Phyla 



How do we explain the huge # of 
animal species? 5X the # of plants… 
 1. Food - The evolution of plants into all habitats 

provided abundant sources of food. 
 2. Motility - The ability to move enables a rapid 

adaptive radiation. 
 3. Predator-prey relationship - Active prey capture 

creates high selective pressure. 
 4. Sexual reproduction - The gametic life cycle 

allows for ample genetic variation. 
 5. Developmental features that enable diverse 

potential. 
 6. Genetic platform includes the potential for 

almost limitless re-engineering. 



What is an “adaptation”? 
 From an evolutionary perspective: An 

adaptation is any trait or feature of an organism 
that increases its chances of reproducing. 

 From a systematists perspective: 
Adaptations allow us to establish phylogenetic 
relationships based on shared or distinguishing 
characteristics. 

 From an interpretive perspective: An 
adaptation is any structure or mechanism 
exhibited by an individual species that allows it to 
meet its physiological requirements under the 
conditions posed by a particular habitat.  



7 Basic Requirements 
of Animal Life 

1. Gas exchange 
2. Nutrition 
3. Distribution and transport 
4. Disposal of cellular wastes 
5. Internal water and salt balance 
6. Reproduction and development 
7. Support and movement 

 



Diverse habitats require diverse 
adaptations… 

Marine 

Freshwater 

Terrestrial 



Gas Exchange:  Why breathe? 

 

FOOD MOLECULES + O2 -----> CO2 + ENERGY 

CO2 + H2O -----> H+ + Bicarbonate 
     H+ = ACID 

1. Oxygen is required for the breakdown 
(oxidation) of food: 

2. Carbon dioxide, a product of food 
metabolism, must be removed from the 
system:  



Adaptations for exchanging O2 
and CO2: 

 Special considerations:  
Adequate surface area. 
Must be kept moist. 
Must be associated with 

a transport system. 
Protection from 

desiccation and damage. 

gills 

lungs 

 
skin & 
lungs 

What about me? 



Nutrition: Predators or prey, 
we’re all heterotrophs and have 
to satisfy…the need to feed. 

What about me? 

Bulk feeders 
Suspension feeders 

Deposit feeders 



Distribution and transport: 
With specialized systems arranged 
around the body, somehow they must be 
tied together… kept in circulation. 

Open circulation What about me? 

Closed circulation 

Gastro-
vascular 
 cavity 



Disposal of cellular wastes: the 
byproducts of cell metabolism must be 
excreted from the body…or else. 
Dietary Protein 

digestion 
Energy + ammonia 

(toxic) 

urea 

uric acid 

What about me? 

ammonia 



Water and salt balance: What happens 
when you take a goldfish and drop him in the 
bay or take your favorite invertebrate from the 
tidepool and place it in your freshwater 
aquarium at home? 
 The amount of water and salts in the tissues 

of animals must be carefully controlled. The 
adaptations to accomplish this are varied 
and complex. Consider the following 
habitats: 
 

Tidepools Kelp forest 

Rocky shore 

What about me? 



Reproduction and 
Development:  

Most animals reproduce 
sexually.  

 

 

 What is sex?  
Its nature’s way of 

guaranteeing genetic 
variation with every 
new generation: random 
mating, recombination, 
and mutations… 

 Fertilization: Sperm meets 
egg… a few strategies. 
 External fertilization - “I’ll 

take anyone…and 
everyone.” 

 Internal fertilization - “I’m 
waiting for Mr./Ms. right.” 

Hermaphrodites - “I’m so 
lonely, will anyone ever love 
me?” 

 

2n adult 
meiosis 

mitosis 
n gametes 

2n zygote 

GAMETIC 



Development: Early on we all 
seem so similar, but then things 
start to change… 
 The zygote becomes an embryo… 
 One of the larger differences is WHERE 

development occurs: 

planktonic benthic live birth 



Support and Movement: 
 Skeletal structures in their simplest forms 

provide support and protection. 
 When the actions of muscles combine with 

a centralized nervous system directed 
movement can occur. 

Support and protection 

movement 

Directed movement 



Combining skeleton, muscle and 
a complex of nerves:  

Endoskeleton 
Exoskeleton 

Hydrostatic  
skeleton 

  Directed movements define the strategies of 
predators and prey. The chase is on! 



7 Basic Requirements 
of Animal Life 

 1. Gas exchange 
 2. Nutrition 
 3. Distribution and transport 
 4. Disposal of cellular wastes 
 5. Internal water and salt balance 
 6. Reproduction and development 
 7. Support and movement 
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